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READ ME FIRST
Let me start with a compact statement for the objective of this book: 

To restore the control of each person’ Digital Self

to its rightful owner.

However, this mission statement is not very useful. What is the Digital Self? 
What do I mean by control? I tried answering these and a few more questions 
in this book, but the feedback from early reviewers prompted me to add here 
a few remarks which did not fit anywhere else.

Jack and Mike ask: who are you targeting?

Knowing me, they sort of come to the conclusion I target the so-called 
digerati, while in reality my ambition is one of divulgation of what is a 
rather complex issue to the Great Unwashed Masses.

Divulgation is perhaps the noblest of endeavors, as personified by none-
the-less than Richard P. Feynman (1918-1988) who, despite having 
received the 1965 Nobel Prize for Physics for his work on Quantum 
Electrodynamics, apparently said that “...if we cannot explain a physics 

phenomenon to a freshman, it means we don’t really understand it.”

Doug and Jack (again) ask: can this work without a strong mandate? And 
Alejandro adds: this must be a Governmental initiative.

This is an important point. The answer is that, while legislative action is 
necessary, the need described by this Manifesto must emerge from the 
awareness of every person logging on the Internet.

The strongest lock in the world will not prevent a thief from entering our 
house if we forget one window open; legislative action should address a 
“greater benefit” of which the general public should be acutely aware.

In recent times, we had the same situation in a different field (also 
identity-related): mobile phone users were locked-in to their service 
provider, as switching to another vendor would mean having to change 
your telephone number. This was clearly in the interest of service 
providers and not in the interest of consumers, but legislative action 
was necessary to sanction this portability, which became law in the UK 
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(the first country in the world to act, in January, 1999) and will become 
law in Russia as of december 31st, 2013,  a story which also 
demonstrates that the world does not need every country to move in 
unison to uphold a consumer right. 

This book starts therefore with a collection of thoughts which should form 
the “seed” of the required discussion, and closes with a specific call to action, 
which I am hoping people may be willing to consider.
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DEFINITION

1. Password onslaught

Have you ever asked yourself: “How many passwords do I have?” 

Last time I checked, I had 112 different passwords and user IDs sets: 
website registrations, bank access credentials, loyalty cards - you name it.

Apparently every frigging idiot who can hack together an HTML page can’t 
wait to fence off some of its content behind an ID wall. And if that was not 
enough, some also have the nerve of telling you how the password must look 
like: how many characters, how many digits, if it can or  must have at least 
one uppercase and one lowercase character, whether it can or cannot have 
special characters and which special characters. Are spaces permissible / 
required? Are ampersands? Are hash signs?

Not to mention that some even tell you how often you must change it, 
whether you can use the same password more than once every year and 
other crazy rules dreamed up by some pimple-faced kid who lives in a 
basement.

I will reveal you a dirty little secret: all of these shenanigans DO NOT make 
your precious data any safer, but it makes look like they care about your 
privacy. The reason is simply that the user is by far the weakest link in the 
chain of security based on usage-centric identity management.

As anyone of us can prove, the typical reaction when we are faced with the 
onslaught of 112 user ID and passwords to remember, is to resort to one or 
several mental hygiene tactics:

★ we use a finite set of credentials; these days, most user IDs have 
migrated to our email address (some secret -- ha!), so all we must 
remember is a password; much like the guy who sends the same 
postcard to all his friends, we use whenever possible the same 
password;

★ we use numbers that are easy to remember: our birthdate, that of a 
spouse or child. One credit card company asked me to “define four 
digits defining an unforgettable date” and then “a four digit PIN”; do  
you think I am alone in having picked the same four digits? Yeah, right! 
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This credit card company probably receives a report telling them this 
double identification is redundant and therefore largely pointless, but if 
it does nothing to make your identity more secure it makes them look 
like they’re very serious about protecting your data, so the dumb 
scheme stays;

★ despite these two tricks we end up with far too many combinations, and 
Murphy will make sure the one we do not remember is the one that  we 
need in the next thirty seconds lest we miss our flight. So what’s the 
solution? We write them down. 

I started on the back page of my notebook, then felt too guilty at this 
blatant violation of the most elementary rule in security, so moved them 
to my phone’s address book.

As a result, now my 112 passwords are the victim of capricious sync 
software whose gremlins never focus on messing up the innocuous PIN 
of my gym locker, but rather the one of my ATM card.

None of these tactics is perfect, on the contrary, they all INCREASE the 
vulnerability of our identity to phishing or hacking, making it easier to “guess” 
one of our passwords which in turn cascades to a catastrophic serial 
violation.

In addition to all that complication, some entities (e.g. banks anxious to move 
diffident users to online banking so that they can mass-dismiss most of their 
existing employees) issue a physical token generating a single-use code to 
validate each operation; this is obviously more secure, but if everybody used 
this system we would have a collection of plastic tokens dangling from our 
belts worthy of Batman.

The fundamental design flaw of the current identification mechanisms is that 
they are all usage-centric: we must identify ourselves to perform a certain 
task. 

Imagine what would happen if the same was true in the physical world and 
every time you must identify yourself instead of showing your passport you 
had to answer a secret question, different from country to country, and every 
now and then they would change because Moldova has elected a new 
President: totally unthinkable, nobody would travel anywhere.

Yet, this is exactly what’s happening online.
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The solution is obviously to move to a system that is user-centric (and we will 
outline such a system in Chapter 7), entrusting the task of certifying 
identities to someone who then acts a guarantor towards every Requesting 
Entity demanding identity certification.

2. Who are my friends?

We never realized how entangled we are in our own network of business 
contacts, friends and other acquaintances until Social Networks were born: in 
fact, the closest we ever were to “the network” was when we compiled a list 
of friends to invite to a party or when we made a list of Christmas presents: 
but for most of the time, all these connections simmered in the background 
of our minds, waiting for some event to thrust them in the foreground of our 
consciousness.

Italian moviemaker Carlo Verdone in his 1980 movie “Un sacco bello” pokes 
fun at Enzo, a character whose dearth of friends is made apparent when he 
flips the empty pages of his address book hoping to find someone he may 
have forgotten, and we see that the only number listed is the ticket office of 
the Stadio Olimpico (Rome’s football arena) which ironically appears both 
under “S” and under “O”.

Social Networks thrusted all those half-forgotten connections in the 
foreground; one of the reasons for their success was that the process of 
reconnecting with people we had lost contact with was a fun one.

Initially.

So we built our network on Facebook, then on LinkedIn, then on Twitter and 
then... it grew tiresome, as we realized that each of these networks was 
independent of each other.

A while back I started using the term “perfect cube” to indicate the exact 
same number of connections on the three main Social Networks, but even if 
my network is not very far from a perfect cube in pure numerical terms, I 
know the overlap is all but perfect: I am not aware of any tool performing this 
analysis, but I estimate no more than 30% of my thousand-odd connections 
are three-way.

Obviously the 600-pound gorillas of the big three have nothing to gain in 
making our networks portable and, in fact, they all offer a “login with xxx” 
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feature and most new social networks offer a “find your friends on yyy” which 
is a sort of a workaround.

However, it leaves the control of the data firmly in the hands of whichever 
network happens to have received them first and does not address the 
fundamental issue which is the fact that my friends are mine. 

Not Facebook’s.

I may wish to tweak the ways in which I want to connect with Joe or Jill, but it 
certainly should be my decision, not any Social Network’s; moreover, Jill - a 
friend - may become also a colleague, and vice-versa.

The boundaries between the functionalities offered by competing Social 
Networks are moving all the time, which is a good side effect of the 
competition among them, and new entrants are popping up all the time while 
once staple names are becoming irrelevant. As users, we want this ebullience, 
but we certainly do not need the aggravation of rebuilding our connection 
graph on every new hot network that comes up. I am a big fan of Slideshare, 
yet I am connected there with only a fraction of my connections, say, on 
LinkedIn. This translates to a net disadvantage for me, because while I know 
content I create gets much more interaction on Slideshare than anywhere 
else, yet I cannot be bothered to go look on SS for the 1,300+ people I am 
connected with on LI. 

Who wins? LinkedIn, because the only way to expose my SS content there is 
to include a Slideshare widget, thereby increasing traffic to LinkedIn in the 
first place.

3. Content

With the increasing number of digital gadgets we all carry, we have become 
relentless sources of digital data, and this trend is accelerated by the fact 
that we have a growing number of platforms on which to share such data.

Previously unthinkable, every thought, every still frame of our life, every 
mood change becomes content: sure, some of us still blog or create funny 
videos or share presentations and, more in general, output content which 
requires some time to be carefully planned, then drafted, then retouched  
before it’s finally published.
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The top of this already immense mountain of text, images and video, 
however, is capped by countless status updates, Whatsapp conversations, 
tweets, comments, likes, unlikes - a tidal wave of unfathomable proportions 
that, truth to be said, rarely adds much to any conversation, yet somehow 
contributes to our Klout score, in itself a tough judgement on the credibility 
of these influence measures.

Finally, there is a third type of contribution we continuously make, perhaps 
the most important: whether on a book on Amazon, or an app on the Google 
Store, an hotel on Tripadvisor or a vendor on eBay - reviews and evaluations 
are explicit expression of how well (or bad) we think of something.

They have become so ingrained in the online world we do not notice them 
anymore, but sure take them for granted.

I had the best example of this one day, watching a telesale on TV: not unlike a 
lot of men, I am a sucker for any slick demo of the latest kitchen gadget. 

My wife, however, is a very practical woman and although not a luddite, she 
certainly does not display the same unconditional love that plagues me for all 
things tech. If I had to describe her relationship with this sort of things in one 
sentence, it would be: she’s not on Facebook.

Back to the TV program, this demo had been particularly convincing; I was 
sold, and just as I was ready to pick up the phone to place my order, my not-
on-Facebook-wife said:

“Wait, let’s check online!”

I was dumbstruck, and in the time it took me to reboot, she whisked out her 
iPhone, went online, found the TV program’ discussion forum, found the 
product and checked buyer’s feedback to produce a triumphant:

“I knew it, it doesn’t work!”  

End of purchase.

In some cases, reviews directly influence a business revenue stream. For 
example, when purchasing anything on eBay, we examine the Seller’s 
feedback score: the higher the better, and vendors with a solid positive 
feedback from many buyers are usually able to charge a premium over 
newcomers.

Even when this is not directly the case (for example when online information 
seeking is used to compare products before an actual purchase made in a 
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offline store) this feedback heavily influences our behavior: as an example, 
think of what online reviews did to the travel industry. Word of mouth was 
always a potent attractor for restaurants or niche hotels, but its electronic 
brethren has become deadweight or lifeline.

Funny enough, while these contributions are very important, they hardly 
contribute to the overall digital self of each of us, locked as they are within 
the walled gardens of each platform, and worse, in each conversation within 
the platform; occasionally there are some attempts of user-centricity: the 
Disqus conversation management system, for example, offers its users a 
unique ID which identifies them across a number of participating discussion 
forums, even if its diffusion is a function more of the number of participating 
discussion forums than of the number of its end-users; similarly, Amazon 
offers its users the possibility of seeing all reviews by a certain person at the 
same time, no doubt to assess whether an overly negative review is to be 
attributed to innate curmudgeonry.

When I started posting book reviews on Amazon, I quickly realized they’d be 
lost forever to me, so I resorted to a “Book reviews” post category on my 
blog which I cross-post to Amazon, but obviously there is no facility 
whatsoever to claw back what I contributed before I had this idea.

Needless to say, no technical obstacles exist: file formats and standards have 
long been established and are used by all these platforms, none of which 
makes any effort even to mask the fact they consider our contributions as 
their property thanks to gouging Terms of Use we accept with blissful 
ignorance.

And, equally needless to say, the market will NOT provide a solution, because 
dominant market players’ interest goes in the opposite direction.
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CONTROL
4. Defining control

Let’s stop here in the definition of the Digital Self, although this will 
undoubtedly be an ongoing process in its own right.

Going back to the objective laid out in the very first page, let me now focus 
on the word “control”: semantically, it means I can do whatever I want with it, 
whenever I want; there is no point in a legal ownership that however depends 
on someone else’s willingness to cooperate to be exercised, so I think three 
things need to be established for such a control to be real and practical:

★ OWNERSHIP - the ownership of the DS must be clearly stated and 
become the rule of law; this may require revision to existing legislation 
to harmonize it with this basic principle. Contractual provisions 
contradicting this principle should become null & void de jure.

★ SAFETY - the integrity, accessibility and safety of the DS must be 
guaranteed; as it is the case for worldly goods (for example, bank 
deposits) nobody is mandated to entrust them to someone else, but 
when one does so, because it’s more practical or more efficient, access 
should be guaranteed and appropriate measures should be taken to 
indemnify against theft or los.

★ PORTABILITY - this is the ultimate protection of consumers against 
unsatisfactory performance. Users should be granted the possibility of 
taking their stuff from one platform to another, simply and securely. If I 
don’t like the most recent change in user interface of, say, Flickr, I 
should be able to migrate my pictures to Google+ without losing any of 
them or the comments or evaluations and without having to a be a 
hacker to perform this task.

As you can see, we have defined three features which are desirable from the 
user standpoint, but to make them happen there are a couple of others that 
must be in place, even though they may not be perceived by the user 
because they are of a more infrastructural nature.
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5. Digital Self Markup Language 

“Portability” is a goal-oriented definition, which may sound elusive, but this 
same problem has been tackled and resolved before with the invention of 
XML, which made possible the syndication of content from one presentation 
format to another; to make portability happen the only thing you really need 
is a markup language similar to XML.

Markup languages simply identify the structural elements within a data file: 
their power lies in their simplicity, once agreement has been reached about 
what is called what. 

Let’s therefore imagine a DSML (Digital Self Markup Language) where 
FIRSTNAME is the tag for the given name of a person, FAMILYNAME is the 
one for its surname and so forth; my entry in any DSML-compliant address 
book should export to this text file:
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Any other Address Book compliant with the DSML standard will be able to 
read this long text file and parse it to whatever presentation format it uses.

Voilà! Portability achieved!!!

6. The origins of identity management

In ancient times, anyone wishing to prove his/her identity to another person 
living in a far away country would obtain a presentation letter by someone 
that the receiver would know. This was one of the many things making long-
haul travel such a pain in the neck, but its necessity was obvious: before 
granting hospitality or support to someone, the foreign host needed 
reassurance that the visitor was worthy of such.

Even superstars of their time, such as members of the Mozart family 
traveling across Europe at the end of the XVIII century, continually underline 
in their epistolary the need to pay a visit to this or that member of nobility or 
clergy to obtain presentation letters to get protection and hospitality across 
Austria, Germany, France and Italy.

Monarchs would give rings and honors as signs of appreciation, which on top 
of their material value, doubled up as proofs of how highly the powerful giver 
thought of the bearer.

Identity certification as we know it today was invented by the most prominent 
administrative genius who saw the light in our world, Napoleon Bonaparte.

<FIRSTNAME>Gianni</FIRSTNAME> 

<FAMILYNAME>Catalfamo</FAMILYNAME>

<STREETADDRESS>via Vittorio Emanuele II, 17</STREETADDRESS>

<ZIP>27016</ZIP>

<CITY>Lardirago</CITY>

<PROVINCE>PV</PROVINCE>

<COUNTRY>Italy</COUNTRY>

<EMAIL>gianni@catalfamo.com</EMAIL>

<HOMEPHONE>+390382944689</HOMEPHONE>

<MOBILEPHONE>+39335284758</MOBILEPHONE>

...more tags and data...
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I find it remarkable that he is remembered mostly because of some military 
campaigns that didn’t really change the world much, and not for some of his 
many long-lasting administrative innovations.

Napoleon invented the ID Card as part of an ill-advised scheme to limit job-
hopping by workers which, in time of labor shortage because of wars, was 
driving rapid wage growth. Its intended purpose was indeed the opposite of 
what it achieved !

The innovative nature of Napoleon’s idea was to issue a document whose 
validity would be recognized throughout the Empire: only showing this 
document workers could be hired. Of course, given the time, this 
identification paper only bore a rough physical description (height, hair and 
eyes color, special signs) but did not have any truly reliable biometric 
identification, as photographs would not be perfected by Daguerre for 
roughly another 30 years; in fact the whole scheme did not achieve its labor 
control objectives at all, but since it made so much sense, it remained in 
operation for more general identity certification purposes even after 
Napoleon’s demise, eventually spreading to the rest of the world.
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7. User-Centric Identity Management

The above infographic illustrates the general principle of User Centric 
Identitiy Management (UCIM)

Users register with the Certification Entity of their choice, logging in to such 
CE once per session (or permanently, or automatically it does not matter) 
using as complex and as secure a credential protocol as human mind can 
devise. It may involve biometrics, tokens, portable devices and any other 
systems or their combination to make it truly unbreakable: it does not matter 
how complicated it is, as this single sign-in process would replace ALL of my 
112 user ID and passwords and therefore it becomes the ONLY identification 
procedure I must remember.

Moreover, research would continually push the envelope to make that step 
faster, easier and more secure.

Once ID is established, it is immediately broadcasted to nearby devices via 
NFC in a PGP-protected short-range dialog, thereby extending seamlessly the 
certification to any device physically in the possession of the user, and 
automatically revoking it instantaneously as soon as the user is removed 
from such physical possession (theft, loss, damage...).

Now the user simply does whatever she/he wants to do: every time a 
Requesting Entity (itself duly identified with the Certification Entity of their 
choice) demands proof of ID or access to personal data, it really queries the 
CE which in turn asks permission to the User which will respond according to 
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his/her wishes; should he/she approve such access, the CE will send the 
required data to the RE.

When simple ID proof is required, no other information ever travels. In case 
more data are required (and given permission to send), the Requesting Entity 
will be allowed to access the user data according to the assigned profile (see 
Chapter 9).

When UCIM is adopted, portability simply involves moving your record of the 
database from one CE to another, but since all CE databases use DSML, this 
would be even faster than moving your number from one mobile carrier to 
another. All authorizations issued from the incumbent CE would simply be 
routed to the new CE, unless of course revoked by the User.

8. Certification Entities: who

It is therefore clear that the Certification Entity’s role is pivotal for UCIM, so 
we must ask ourselves who could play this role.

First of all, it should be clear that Identity Certification should be a service  
offered by numerous, competing entities: as we have learned in many 
services related fields, for example telecommunications and banking, 
competition is a great stimulus to innovation - for competition to spawn its 
positive effects, however, there must be a concrete option to take our 
business elsewhere if one provider is not good enough, or if a better one 
comes along. Innovation in this area could come from many sources: who will 
be the first to include a Google Glass interface? Who will develop a truly easy 
to use, yet secure access mechanism?

CE’s should compete on both front end and back end functionality, but would 
not compete on the number of requestors they support, as this will remain 
the same.

The universality of UCIM is essential, as it makes lock-in by any vendor 
impossible and levels the playing field for service provider competition: in 
that sense, UCIM vendors would be different from credit card companies 
who compete also on the number of stores accepting their particular card.

Last but not least, vendors would compete on price, as when you do not pay 
for something, it means you’re the product being sold, but prices will be 
driven down by the combined effect of competition, technological innovation 
and back end efficiencies.
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8.1. Governments

Even when this service is offered in a non-monopolistic way, a Government 
could certainly be one of the Certification Entities.

Governments already issue physical ID cards and are the custodians of 
anagraphical data - on the flip side, however, they have not much in the way 
of connection to money matters (mostly because we don’t want them to 
snoop too much around that) have no experience in selling services and 
competing on their quality, and certainly do not have a great track record in 
performing IT-related services.

If from a commercial standpoint experience taught us that monopolies are 
rarely a good thing, when the monopolistic entity is also a Government this 
may be compounded by considerations of a political nature: what if my 
government suddenly becomes un-democratic? What if it attempts to use ID 
information to control its people? 
If the Napoleon example was not 
enough, the other architect of the 
modern ID system is a gentleman 
by the name of Hermann Goering:

The fact that both Goering and 
Napoleon before him attempted 
to use ID data as a way to control 
their people is of course no reason to believe every Government will behave 
like that, but it sure is a precedent that should make us build in some safety 
measures, since we have the privilege of designing this new system (more on 
this in Chapter 10). 

The main such safety measure is again CHOICE, so let’s examine other 
potential Certification Entity candidates.

8.2. Banks

Financial institutions are an obvious candidate: they already deal with our 
money, so have earned a degree of trust, and have vast computing power at 
their disposal; however, banks have not been that good or swift to embrace 
mobility, and have not demonstrated a great deal of efficiency in dealing with 
very small payments.

“By establishing a people‘s registration 
(Volkskartei - ID card) we will achieve 
complete supervision of the entire 
German people” 

Hermann Göring, 1938,  quoted in The 
Nazi Census
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Additionally, while their data centers are huge, the type of workload here may 
be of a different nature: an immense number of requestors demanding quick 
access to a small amount of data.

8.3. Credit Card companies

In the Financial Institutions sector, a special mention should go to Credit Card 
companies, whose service already shares many of the traits of UCIM: like 
their banking brethren, however, they have been slow to adopt the ways of 
digital and have demonstrated an inclination to use the data they have 
without much user awareness or consideration.

8.4. Telcos

Carriers share many of the same advantages of banks and have an additional 
asset, represented by the handset which tells them also where we are at any 
given point in time, providing them with an invaluable additional layer of 
security.

However, telcos are poor at customer service, with as much as 25% of their 
customer base churning away annually: given the user-centric nature of this 
service, they would have to first overcome the perception of poor service to 
play a credible role.

8.5. Healthcare providers

Already many regions and states are collecting in central databases all sorts 
of data making up our medical history. 

From the simple information about our blood type, to the existence of 
allergies, to current therapies we are following, all of these data may literally 
mean the difference between life and death especially if the owner (you) is 
not in a position to make them available in person.

In future times, our medical profile may include the full genome or DNA 
sequencing, making these records even more sensitive.
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8.6. Postal / delivery services

These services are already integrating quickly with financial services - again 
they have the unique advantage of an infrastructure able to reach our 
physical location efficiently, which in some cases may be essential.

8.7. Retailers

From supermarkets to Amazon or eBay, retailers are starting to wake up to 
the idea that whoever establishes loyalty to the end user will be on top of the 
game: in many cases they have developed sophisticated intelligence systems 
that already know a lot about ourselves through our purchases - they may be 
forced to enter this space not to lose this asset which is essential to 
maximize their revenue per user.

8.8. Online companies

The final category which certainly could play the role of CE is represented by 
the global key players in the online world: Amazon, Google, Microsoft, eBay, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter just to mention a few have certainly all the 
technology and the resources at their disposal to offer this service.

The problem here lies in the inherent conflict of interest arising from the fact 
that they own and operate one or more of the main online platforms: I do not 
think that “chinese walls” between the UCIM services unit and the platform 
unit are a credible solution here: past history taught us how effective these 
separations are in practice)

9. Requesting Entities

Let’s look at how this would work for the Requesting Entity: upon putting 
online an asset where it would like to request ID services, they would register 
with the Certification Entity of their choice, much in the same way Consumers 
do, thereby rectifying one of the hidden problems in today’s scheme, which is 
the fact it’s one-way only:  what would you think if someone approached you 
at a party with an outstretched hand, asked you for your name and telephone 
number, but failed to return the favor? Rude, is it not? Yet this is exactly what 
happens in a large number of online interactions, the information exchange is 
unilateral, mostly because this is the traditional way of marketing.
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Once registration is completed, instead of a simple (or complex, but always 
arbitrary) registration form, on the Requesting Entity’s asset there would be 
this button:

Clicking this button, the User activates the cross certification process 
described in Chapter 7: the Requesting Entity (through the Certification 
Entity) presents a dialog box listing exactly which data it requires, which ones 
are mandatory and which ones are optional and the Consumer ticks or 
unticks the relevant boxes (see figure)

Upon receipt of this Data Request, the CE queries its own database (if 
needed roaming over to other CEs) pulls the data and sends them to the RE.

Notice, incidentally, how screen scraping is now impossible, as the data above 
are “described” not “displayed” and when the actual data travels, it can do so 
wrapped in a protective layer of strong encryption.
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INTERLUDE
10. Praise for Anonymity

While I was writing this short essay, protests exploded over the planned 
razing of Gezi Park in Istanbul to make room for a shopping mall.

Students, men, women, kids and families peacefully occupied the Park and 
confronted the Police trying to disperse then in nearby Taksim Square, 
resulting in barricades, fires, massive teargassing; canisters were shot at 
man’s height, shop windows were sacked, heads were broken and people 
died.

Images started circulating, causing a number of knee-jerk reactions on the 
part of the Turkish Government which first called Twitter “a curse”, then 
attempted to take down mobile connectivity, photoshopped crowds cheering 
PM Tayyip Erdogan at a rally to make it look more numerous; in short it 
attempted to put in place the usual, clumsy array of repressive and largely 
ineffectual counter-information measures that clashed against a growing 
wave of reports, tweets, blog posts which told a different story.

At the time of this writing, reports keep coming thick and fast about 
disorders in Istanbul, Ankara and other cities and there is really no way of 
predicting whether this thing is going to explode into full-scale rebellion or 
wither, maybe after the Government backs down from its project. 

To counterpoise this, and almost in sync with it, Edward Snowden shocked 
the world by revealing that the NSA, for which he was working, did intercept 
far many more streams of our daily lives, in and out the United States than 
we all thought possible.

Sure, the Snowden case was made much more media-friendly by the escape 
to Sheremetyevo Airport in Moscow; but if the run from the U.S. authorities 
was lifted straight from a Bond flick, the rest of the story has been the 
subject of so many great movies (“Three Days of the Condor”, “The 
Conversation”, “Enemy of the State”, “Das Leben der Anderen” just to 
name a few) that I do not really understand the surprise: to me it feels like I 
always knew that was happening anyway. 
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The point however, is not if Edward Snowden is a hero or a traitor, or if Tayyip 
Erdogan is a tyrant. Social Media cannot pick the good guys from the bad 
ones any better than the people behind them, but can offer a very powerful 
platform for those same people to organize their protest and to talk to each 
other. That is NOT to say protesters are always right: in fact, Egypt is proving 
that the Arab Spring events happened there may just have replaced an evil 
with a worse one.

It takes a conscious, pre-emptive and all-encompassing effort like the ones in 
China or North Korea to effectively block all such communications: for all 
practical matters, Social Media are beyond the control of (most) 
Governments. Anonymity may not be precious in countries where we enjoy 
free press, democratic elections and freedom of movement - but what if you 
don’t?

True, the same anonymity may be used by terrorists for their evil plans, but 
tearing it down completely puts a formidable power in the hands of 
governments - without plunging into a Second Amendment1  discussion, this 
is definitely something I, together with a lot of other people, feel not 
comfortable with.

I fully recognize the need for entities such as the CIA, FBI, NSA, MI5, MI6, 
GRU, Spetzviaz, Mossad and Shin Bet to deal with terrorists, but I also think 
they already have plenty of tools in their arsenal, and history shows they have 
a slight penchant to overstep the boundaries of their lawful mandates.

As we set out to design the Digital Self, I am deeply convinced that a 
provision should be built in to allow citizens the protection of anonymity 
against excessive governmental snooping.

11. A global solution (?)

The way out of this complex conundrum perhaps lies in the multiplicity of ID 
providers and their potential to offer the same services in more than one 
country, perhaps with a technical arrangement not dissimilar from the 
“roaming” technology that enables us to travel across the world using the 
local network services under the identification provided by our home service 
supplier.
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Governmental security agencies could still seize records from CE’s, but would 
need a Court order to do so; should the service provider be located 
somewhere else, the procedure would still be possible but a little more 
complicated. More people would have to know and - moreover - there would 
not be a central big database containing ALL the information, making 
unlawful access more complex, and security violations less catastrophic.

Of course this is WAY easier stated than done, and appropriate bilateral 
agreements should be put in place to grant authorities the means to pursue 
troublemakers; and I also expect there would be rogue states who would not 
participate in such agreements. 

Before you cry wolf and start worrying about Al-Qaeda or the S.P.E.C.T.R.E. 
taking over the world, I’d like to point out that similar legislative “black holes” 
already exists in international politics and in finance: people can flee their 
country to one that does not allow extradition and take their money to a 
country that holds banking secrecy and the world has learned to live with 
these exceptions.

12. Opting-in

The other remedy is a clear understanding of who accesses what: schemes 
such as Facebook Privacy settings are currently all but clear and, more 
dangerously, are integral part of Facebook’s Terms and Conditions and, as 
such, subject to unilateral change.

True, in most cases we must renew its acceptance, but what other option do 
we have when all of our content is on Facebook and not accepting the new 
T&C is equivalent to give it up?

Opting in needs to be made both more granular and easier to decide upon, 
something that would be made incredibly easier when the entity providing 
identity certification is NOT the one providing the platform.

Contrary to popular belief, I maintain that most users do not have a problem 
learning to use a control panel such as the one described in chapter 9, 
provided it’s only one and not 112, all of which subject to unpredictable 
change because they are controlled by someone else..

Such a panel should allow the user to see exactly who is accessing what kind 
of information and, if necessary, rectify access rights based on his/her 
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desires; if that breaks one of the “Data Requests” then the authorization 
process can be simply restarted.
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CONCLUSIONS
13. Beyond synallagma

The literal translation from Greek of συνάλλαγμα means “mutual agreement”, 
but this word is used to define “[...] in civil law system, a contract in which 
each party to the contract is bound to provide something to the other party 
[...]” (from Wikipedia).

Let us therefore summarize the synallagmatic rationale for the Digital Self 
proposition by assuming what we have described in the previous chapters 
exists and the initial, inevitable wrinkles have been to a large extent ironed 
out.

How will the use of the web change with the Digital Self?

★ Consumers will own every right to their Digital Self, and international 
legislation will be drafted along the lines of Privacy Protection legislation; 
countries will accept and ratify such Legislation in leaps and bounds, but 
eventually trending over time towards a prevailing level of compliance.

★ Consumers will entrust the custody of their Digital Self to Certification 
Entities, which may or may not include governments but will include a 
variety of other service providers such as banks, telcos or even 
retailers.

★ UCIM services will be the object of technological development by 
competing Certification Entities within the boundaries of the 
International Standard, e.g. with the addition of biometrics or military-
grade cryptography.

★ Consumers will be able to switch from one Certification Entity to 
another as simply as we today switch telephone carrier.

★ Consumers will pay a fee for ID Services whose amount will be 
determined by market forces (i.e. competition) but subsidizing will be 
illegal, i.e. it will be forbidden to “bundle” these services with others. 

The situation summarized above focuses on the elementary requirement we 
stated at the very beginning of this document, i.e. the need to fix something 
that’s broken; but fixing is only the first step of an improvement process that 
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can start here to go very far: identity will only be the most basic access level: 
in fact, Consumers may reward Brands by allowing controlled access to 
additional portions of their Digital Selves. In turn, Brands will reward 
Consumers for such a richer data access to create a better, more personal 
and relevant user experience.

Imagine all my cultural assets were digital, the way my music is already: 
books, movies, pictures.

By applying Analytics algorithms, for example to my record collection, I could 
use a personal discovery system allowing me to “tune in” to emerging bands 
which I am likely to like. Apple is attempting something of this kind, but its 
“Genius” feature is more based on overall popularity than on semantic or 
metadata analysis.

Autonomy Ltd, later purchased by Hewlett-Packard, proposed a system 
analyzing the user’s own data to make the advertisements more relevant and 
increase clickthrough.

Google Now! attempts to add a layer of semantic analysis to its powerful 
search engine results to make them more relevant.

IBM has developed a brute-force oriented semantic solution with Watson, 
which however can be applied only to a single knowledge domain at a time.

The fact that such tech heavyweights are investing so much in this area 
shows how important it is considered that the information, support, help we 
are offered by technology is more relevant and actually helps live our lives, 
instead of adding another layer of complication.

Sooner or later the solution will be found at the harmonic juncture of two 
colossal knowledge domains:

BIG DATA - the upper extreme, made up by a lot (and soon all) of the 
world’s data not specifically belonging to any individual. The estimation of 
how much data this is elusive: IDC pinned it at 1.8 zettabytes2  (ZB) in 2011, 
and said it more than doubles every two years; another indirect estimate is 
the size of the brand new Utah NSA’ Data Storage facility which, according to 
media reports, could hold as much as 5 ZB of data. 

SMALL DATA - the lower extreme, made up of the equally vast personal 
data domain. Assuming each human being’ personal data domain size is a 
terabyte (an amount on average still a few years away, but which more 
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advanced digital citizens probably have already passed), the world’s personal 
data stock is around a few tens of zettabytes.

The role of Small Data is to provide personal context, while Big Data provides 
a more general relevance, but as soon as technology exists to join the two, 
privacy concerns may thwart the unlocking of that immense value.

The evolution of the Digital Self is therefore an orderly manner to join Big 
and Small data, defining rules of engagement and technical requirements 
over which the join can bear its fruits.

While I was completing this initial draft of this Manifesto, I have started 
seeing articles and blog posts who talk about Cognitive Computing: I believe 
we owe it to future generations to enable them to reap the benefits of such 
advancements by defining clear and equitable ground rules for the Digital 
Self.

14. Call to action

Almost every single one of my reviewers asked a final question:

What’s the call to action?

In other words: nice words, but can they put into practice? And how can I and 
everyone else help? 

This last question cannot be easily answered without discussing, albeit very 
briefly, the economic value connected to the possession and understanding 
of personal data.

In technical jargon, “Organic” refer to all traffic deriving from the typical 
search engine non-sponsored results, while “Paid” refers to all traffic 
originating from one of the many forms of advertising3.

Research4  shows that all form of paid traffic account for less than 10% of 
incoming traffic to any site.
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Let’s state this differently: all the revenue of Google plus Facebook plus 
Twitter plus all the other Social Networks past, present and future, all the 
massive shift of advertising investment away from traditional media that’s 
causing once mighty publishing empires to crumble addresses less than 10% 
of all incoming traffic, because over 90% of all traffic is directed by 
the power of search alone.

Wringing out an extra wee bit of search effectiveness (i.e. the likelihood the  
user searching for information is going to click on one of the links served by  
the search engine) is therefore worth much more than the current revenues 
of all the big companies I mentioned above.

We can not reasonably expect that the companies who currently hold 
treasure troves of information potentially making their searching more 
effective, will give up control of that asset unless they absolutely have to.

This is why I believe that the General Public must activate itself and 
effectively drive the debate on the Digital Self, creating the irresistible 
pressure that will force Governments to legislate in a way that takes into 
account also said General Public’ interest.
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My outspoken ambition therefore is to raise awareness about this theme and 
possibly spark discussion about it, both in the standards working groups, but 
also in the public.

For the latter category, therefore, the call to action is than the creation of 
National Digital Self Action Committees in each country which will 
continue both the effort of defining the boundaries of the Digital Self as well 
as the technical and procedural protocols defining the various parties’ 
interactions.

Such national bodies would, over time, converge towards internationally 
accepted standards which would accomplish the Manifesto’ ultimate 
objective, i.e. the restoring of the control of each person’s online 
personality to its natural rightful owner.

In other words, ce n’est qu’un début...5
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